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Abstract
Rising urban population throughout the world have boosted land use demand, intensifying
pressure of ecological land resources linked with climate change. By incorporating risk into
assessment, people can discourage excessive growth in megacity areas. Here, we propose a
generalized analysis framework of ecological land conservation by devising a public goods
game, which simultaneously considers population gravity and climate change along with
interactions. Our method describes strategic conservation under the growth risk of urban
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boundary, where recurs across multiple rounds. We find that a compact and reasonable city with
spatial structure will reduces erosion risk of ecological land and the lower costs of conservation,
and higher its benefits. The conservation costs at the equilibrium do not increase with the degree
of emphasis on the future, which show threshold effect. Ecological lands at the city boundaries
have highest eroding risk, but rather pay a disproportionate amount of cost in this asymmetric
game environment, which makes controlling erosion of ecological land less sustainable.
Overall, our results suggest that implementing conservation strategies will efficiently reduce
aggregate damages of urban growth and mitigate climate change, otherwise it may increase
increases ecological land damages substantially.
Keywords
Ecological land conservation; Urban growth; Climate change; Risk scenarios

Introduction
Global urban areas are expanding with population dynamics, exerting adverse impact on
ecological land seriously, this land erosion change is considered the emergence closely linked
to dual challenges of urban growth and climate change 1 , 2 , 3 . The trend on large-scale
demographic migration across the world from rural to urban areas is unequivocal over the next
decades. A huge number of populations will continue migrating to form a serious of mega-cities,
and 68% of global population is projected to reside in urban areas by 20504. In particularly,
East Asian, Southeast Asian, and African areas, which estimates rapid urban growth will result
in more than 80% of ecological land loss in urban fringe5,6. The impacts of these changes may
be considerable7,8,9,10,11. Mega-cities requiring more population to be accommodated, increasing
of urban built-up area reduces of the magnitude on ecological land. This morphology of urban
change is responsible for more 70% of CO2 emissions, consuming approximately 67-76% of
global energy12. Because of that, dramatic degradation of ecological land drives furtherly global
warming13.
Another key insight is the climate response to spatial attraction changes for cities is that
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heat island effect14, which are further exacerbated various direct or indirect extra heat damages
for urban dwellers’ job, living, and their health15,16,17. Prior research shows that the urban-rural
temperature difference can reach more than 10 ℃ across a mega-city areas affected by
population and land, individual city exhibit different reactions to extreme cold and heat under
climate change18. Therefore, the spatial pattern of ecological land in urban area also directly
shapes the situation when dwellers facing climatic stress19.
The erosion process of ecological land (this study refers to forest, grassland, wetland, and
waters are ecological land types) is the short-term or long-term result of the interaction and
complex influences of the economic activities, population migration, environmental policies,
and urban planning 20 . Recent research has shown that global competition patterns for
developing ecological land between urban multiple uses has led to a dramatic loss of ecosystem
services, and the negative impacts on alleviation and adaptation of climate change 21,22. For
example, decreasing of ecological land has estimated that global species richness and
abundance were 4.2% and 2% lower from 1982 to 201523. Moreover, forestry erosion process
caused by urban growth has exacerbated global GHGs 24 . Historical evidence and future
projections suggest that most cities are likely to suffer more natural and economic losses from
erosion of ecological land25.
In the context of urban growth and climate change, as one of the most irreversible natural
resources, degradation process of ecological land is likely greater uncertainty in the future26.
Efforts to apply various simulation and empirical approaches to explicitly describe process of
ecological land erosion caused by urban growth usually have included the partial least squares
method27,28, logistic regression analysis29,30,31, random forest method32,33, principal component
analysis method34,35,36, cell automata method37,38,39,40,41. Likewise, although many researchers
have noted that measuring and understanding the past, present, and future influences of urban
growth and climate change, which is a key area of research and policy interest of ecological
land conservation. But overly complicated simulation process has presented many unclear
results with ongoing disagreement.
How to characterize the risk of degradation of ecological land caused by urban growth
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remains a fundamental problem of future sustainable development, which has resulted in a
widening debate 42 , 43 . Due to convoluted social and natural factors, the fitness between
morphology of urban growth and population size or density exhibits differences among various
types of cities. However, related to assessment approaches may exhibit defects in the combined
with climate change and urban growth, because of these studies neglect the interactions among
different factors in complex urban system. Hence, capturing the dynamic features of urban
growth is formulated to open a new avenue for strategic analysis of ecological land conservation
in terms of the interplay among urban elements and it has a broad range of applications. The
latest research has identified urban growth to climate change sensitive can determined by urban
structure, with a new simulation method using population change as surrogate to urban structure.
Besides alone physics indicators, this method resolves how to capture scale change phenomena
associated with urban dynamics44.
The ecological land’ states significantly associate with urban growth and climate change
over space and time. Ecological land conservation has long been recognized effective naturebased mitigation climate change and anthropogenic adaptation climate change of urban
strategies, but estimation related to costs and benefits of urban interest groups facing uncertain
risk scenarios remain little understanding45. To this end, we start by revisiting how population
scaling with size and density approaches have been investigated urban CO2 emissions and urban
heat island effect. Then, we devise a virtual city model to widely explain urban conservation
strategies for ecological land in the real world. Although we only simulate as an example of
Beijing, our method is a general form and can also be used to analyze other cities, especially
mega-cities areas in developing or poor countries, where population is over agglomerated. Our
model shows a combined speed of urban form change and climate change by linking
demographic dynamic gravity, UHI intensity. We further build on this context to derive a series
of conservation strategies on the ecological land under different risk scenarios, combining with
multiple dimensions of urban growth and climate change.
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Results
Climate change associated with urban scaling. The rapid increase of urban population is the
main factor of urban growth. There is a strong power-law relationship between population size
or density and climate change 46 ,47 . Similarly, we used these approaches to investigate CO2
emissions and urban heat island effect (see “Methods” section). Our work is motivated by a
desire to use links between urban scaling hypotheses and climate change to identify relevant
indicators of urban morphological change, and further modeling for economic analysis of
ecological land conservation strategies.
Because of the universal significance of our model, we selected a typical mega-city with
a large population in developing country as a case study. Fig.1 exhibits the scatter plot of the
observed values of CO2 emissions over 1986-2016 in Beijing. Our estimations describe that
CO2 emissions and population size show positive correlation (Fig.1a), CO2 emissions and
population density show negative correlation (Fig.1b). 1 and  1 indicate a sublinear law
between CO2 emissions and population size or density, so they mean that 1% increase in
population size of Beijing associates with 0.79% in its CO2 emissions, and 1% increase in
population density of Beijing associates with -0.28% in its CO2 emissions. Furthermore,
population size change has greater effect on CO2 emissions than population density.
If decreasing population density is benefit to mitigation of CO2 emissions, this proves
population size must be correlation to built-up area. From this point of view, developing
compact cities with lower density and protecting ecological land is clearly conducive to the
improvement of the overall urban heat environment 48 , 49 . In contrast, single considering
population size will lead to worse urban thermal environment50,51.
a
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b

Fig.1 Investigating CO2 emissions associated with urban scaling. a population size scaling on urban CO2 emissions.

p  value  0, 1  0.79  0.01 . Dark gray regression line and light gray envelope show 95% confidence interval. b population density
scaling on urban CO2 emissions. p  value  0, 1  0.28  0.01 . Dark gray regression line and light gray envelope show 95%
confidence interval

The climate stress mainly indicates urban heat island effect, this effect is generally thought
to be biophysical in nature, expressed by from large different temperature between rural and
downtown. This heat effect is mainly measured by population density52,53. Because of the small
difference of long-term temperature observations in the same city, we use the cross-sectional
temperature observation data of several cities in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region. From Fig.2, the
variance of estimation results in winter is greater than variance of summer results. Importantly,
the result show that the higher population density, the stronger urban heat island effect, which
contradicts the measurement of CO2 emissions. Therefore, we believe that the interaction effect
between urban population and land needs to be studied by introducing relative measurements
of comprehensive change.
a Sample cities
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b Summer UHI / Winter UHI

Fig.2 The relationship between population density and UHI. a Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region is one of the regions with the densest
distribution of population in China, and it is also significantly affected by climate change. The rapid process of urbanization has led to
thermal environmental problems such as the heat island effect in this region. Central and nodal cities are shown in yellow dots. b Per
capita density scaling: the scaling law between temperature difference and population density. There is entensive empirical evidence
that urban growth associated with population agglomeration and urban bulit-up area expansion is the main factor afecting the heat
island effect. Due to the influence of seasonal differences, we chose two seasons with obvious contrast between summer and winter
to measure the urban heat island effect (see “Methods” section).

Allometric urban modelling. Accurately capturing the dynamic characteristics of urban
growth plays central role in the establishment of ecological land conservation analysis.
Therefore, we devise an upgraded gravitational cell model of urban growth (see “Methods”
section). Our model is different from previous study in that it is a city simulation with growth
constraints54. Importantly, our idea is that sites close to the original core (such as downtown)
are more likely to be occupied, while distant sites (such as suburb) remain largely empty. This
description can explicitly show that the typical population distribution of most mega-cities in
East Asia, Southeast Asia, and Africa.
In our module of urban growth, we explore an iteratively incrementing urban cell counts
under different risk scenarios. Introducing risk scenarios describe possible future socioeconomic, demographic, and environmental conditions is a commonly used method. The
simulation based on scenarios limited by urban growth could promotes the applications in
ecological land pattern changes studies. However, the precise shape of the risk curve is unclear
7

for complicated urban system. To make the comparison clearly, we only introduce low-risk and
high-risk scenarios to simulation for monocentric urban cell growth. The low-risk scenario
represents relative slower speed of urban growth, low population growth, and preference for
environmentally friendly lifestyles reduce the demand for developing ecological land. In this
case, a big city could improve green technologies can provide a compact and relative efficient
urban spatial planning. In contrast, the high-risk scenario represents higher speed of urban
growth with inequality and competition across countries or regional, these mega-cities expand
to increase the demand for developing ecological land. In this case, the relationship between
land use and population growth decreases fitness for environment. Fig. 3 describes the risk
threshold value distribution under two scenarios.
a Low-risk constraint

b High-risk constraint

Fig.3 Threshold distribution. Based on relevant literatures and annual statistical yearbooks, we show an approach to simulate
constraint conditions of urban growth under two risk pathways. a Low-risk scenario simulates relative sustainable urban development.
the higher technical transformation enhances the climate adaptability of cities at all levels in the region, and the synergistic effect
reduces the risk loss caused by urban excessive growth, which is conducive to the formation of a more compact city. Because the
balanced development of cities in region, the disordered city structure caused by population migration and expansion of built-up
areas is limited. b High-risk scenario simulates a more competitive environment among cities in the region. The population mitgration
is unbalanced and gravitational effect of big cities is significant. Urban population are vulnerable to climate change and are less
adpatable. The mismatch of resources among cities in the region reuslts in a large amout of carbon emissions. With exacerbating
land-use, cities are easy to form a loose and inefficient spatia layout. If z  pc , then vi, j is cyclically accumulating in each iteration
( vi, j  vi, j  m ), where

z is a random variable matrix ( 100 100 ) between 0 and 1. pc (0  pc  1) represents threshold value of cell

growth affected by urban expansion under different risk scenarios, we set the occupation probability distribution function is

pc 
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  (1  M )
1  evd

, where M represents the adjusted proportion parameter of future ecological land around a big city,  represents

population growth speed comprehensive parameter under different scenarios. Reference to relevant literatures, we set a series of
parameters Mlowrisk  0.411 , lowrisk  0.04 and M high  risk  0.279 ,  high  risk  0.06

55,56.

Fig.4 shows that the evolutionary difference of urban cell counting and cluster expansion
by tuning overall growth and radial decaying in the model under controlled two risk-threshold
value scenarios. Our results show that the monocentric cluster in low-risk scenario is more
compact than high-risk scenario, its scale evolutes smaller, and the proliferating accumulation
of urban cell per square kilometers is lower.
a g  0.2 ,   2.5

c g  0.2 ,   2.5

b g  0.7 ,   1.5

d g  0.7 ,   1.5

Fig.4 Examples of urban cell growth simulation. a and b show that urban growth in low-risk scenario. c and d show that urban growth
in high-risk scenario. We put 2000 cumulative proliferating urban cells into the system square grid for 10 iterations and consider
population counts in each grid, the procedure is repeated and stopped before the monocentral cluster reaches any boundaries of
urban system.

We generate some modeling details. Fig.5a and Fig.5b show that a three-dimensional
illustration of cell growth in hypothetical urban system resembling real world.
a
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b

Fig.5 Three-dimensional urban cell growth for simulating mono-centric city. a urban growth in low-risk scenario. b urban growth in
high-risk scenario. For each risk scenario, we repeated the simulation 30 times using the relevant default dataset.

Modeling urban dynamics and risk. Initially, we describe urban growth dynamics by a game.
The game is played by N ecological land grids over  rounds respective at one-dimensional
linear space X  1,L , N . In each round, the only ecological land grid near the urban boundary is
under the threat of direct occupation. In each round R  1, 2,L , we assume that urban must pay
for a cost cN ,i for conserving an ecological land grid i , where N represents the total number
ecological land grids along remaining in the current round game in space system, and i
represents each ecological land grid of distance to the urban boundary (Fig.6a). Then, a
N

collective pot  cN ,i represents the urban total cost to maintain overall ecological land grids.
i 1

Here, we propose urban expansion with linear law, except for the ecological land grid adjacent
to the urban boundary all other ecological land grids are safe in each round game (Fig.6b). One
hand, if urban growth control is successful, we set that each ecological land grid also will get a
generalized benefit bN ,i . On the other hand, if the urban growth control is unsuccessful, urban
will invade the frontier ecological land grid, any other ecological land grid is not on the frontier
can gets benefit in this round, but importantly its distance to urban boundary will decrease by
one in the next round.
To shed further light on collective conservation actions given such uncertainty, we use a
joint method to measure the risk, which combines climate change, growth spatial gradient, and
radial decay57,58,59. The Eq.1 is inspired by related reference60, this approach translates single
estimates of temporal growth rates into joint estimates of combined speeds on urban spatial
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morphology and urban climatic changing.
Spatial gradient


Temporal anomalies C  g

(1)

where C represents annual and seasonal means of daily and nighttime averages temperature
differences between downtown to suburb (see “Methods” section). We set the probability
function on urban growth risk control is shown in Eq.2 and Fig.6c, this function f (c) is assumed
an increasing function with cost increase, where c represents conservation cost (see “Methods”
section).
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Fig.6 urban dynamics and risk. a Linear dynamics of urban space. b the Vulcan law on encroachment. c risk function.

Discount choice. The cost-benefit analysis of limited resources in future uncertain risks always
involves the ethical choice problem of intergenerational equity. Therefore, we bring the time
factor into the analysis process of ecological land conservation by introducing discount.
Considering the similar influence of environmental Ramsey’s law, we set the discount factor  ,
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where 0    1 . It represents the benefit of each ecological land grid in round r is weighted by

 r 1 , simplicity let the discount factor is the same for all ecological land grids. When   0 , it
means that urban decision maker only cares about the current round game. When   1 , it means
that urban decision maker will equally care about all round games. Then, we get an infinite
series




r 1

r 1



1
. For example, if   0.6 , then urban decision maker will care about 12.5
1 

years in the future (Reference to the cycle of government decision-making on urban
development in China, we assume 5 years urban planning per round game).
Cost strategies on ecological land conservation. Let each ecological land grid’ benefit minus
cost and maximize its profit. Besides, we will be faced with two situations of urban growth risk
in each round game: one situation, urban growth control is successful in round r  1 , then each
ecological land grid will face the same game situation in the next round. We propose a key
property that the conservation strategies on each ecological land generally depends on distance
to urban boundary and total number of ecological land grids remaining in the game. Another
situation, we assume that urban growth control failed, then urban will invade frontier ecological
land grid in current round, the total number of ecological land grids of remaining decrease to

N 1 , specially the distance to urban boundary of ecological land grid i is i  1 . For the city, the
situation faced by either ecological land grid i or ecological land grid i  1 in the next round game
is the same, except that the initial location of urban boundary is different. The cost strategy of
ecological land grid i is an i -dimension strategy profile, in total N ecological land grids game
cN ,i  (cN ,i , cN 1,i 1 ,L , cN i 1,1 ) , where 1  i  N . We have a set of cost strategies for ecological land grid

conservation, which is a Nash equilibrium strategy, as shown in Eq.3.
b*N ,i (c *N ,1 ,L , c *N ,i 1 ,L L , c *N ,i ,L , c *N ,i 1 ,L , c *N , N ) 
S N ,i (c *N ,1 ,L , c *N ,i 1 ,L L , cN ,i ,L , c *N ,i 1 ,L , c *N , N )

(3)

Naturally, for a certain ecological land grid, the city will not deviate from this Nash
equilibrium cost strategy profile, because given that the cost strategy of other ecological land
grids is unchanged, any other cost strategy will not be the optimal response for this ecological
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grid.
Small-scale ecological land grids’ strategies at urban boundary.
We firstly discuss only one ecological land grid, which is
1

1

adjacent to urban boundary. The city will pay for a cost for

1

1

ecological land grid c1,1 , related strategy is s1,1 . If we can

1

1

1

1

1

successfully control urban growth in the first round, urban will face

the same situation the next round. We will have a benefit from the ecological land grid, as shown
in from Eq.4 to Eq.6.

b(

C  g
1

c

(4)
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where   b represents the benefit of ecological land grid in the second round. Solving for
b ,we maximize this equation.
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Differentiating with respect to c, we have:
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Considering P(c) as in Eq.4, we can calculate that for   1 , we have Eq.7 and Eq.8.
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When   1 ,we have:
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We find that when


C  g

 1 , the city will pay for the ecological land grid with the

optimum strategy c*，as Eq.7, increasing with intergenerational discount  . It means that the
city has farsighted for sustainability development concept on land use. Eq.9 represents urban


growth successfully control case

f (c ) 
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(Simulation case see “Methods” section).
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Large-scale ecological land grids’ strategies at urban boundary.
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( 1  m  N 1 ) once the number of remaining ecological land grids
are m . Herein, we consider {cN ,i }i 1,L , N iid. To calculate the Nash equilibrium cost strategy of
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ecological land grid i , we set the city will adopt the best response to other ecological land grids.
If the Nash equilibrium cost strategies {c*N , j } j i , we consider ecological land grid at urban
boundary, which will be paid by the city cost cN ,1 . If urban growth control is successful in the
current round game, then ecological land grid at urban boundary will faces the same situation
in the next round game. Otherwise, the ecological land grid can be occupied by city.
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From Eq.10, we have:
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Considering ecological land grid i, i  1 (Non-adjacent urban boundary), if the urban
growth control is successful in the current round game, then the ecological land grid i will faces
the same situation in the next round game with the distance to urban boundary i  1 and all
ecological land grids N 1 . Similarly, we have:
bN ,i (cN ,1 ,L , c *N ,i ,L , c *N , N )
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(12)

(13)

To find an internal solution for differentiating Eq.11 with respect to cN ,1 , then we set
c *N ,i  0 iid. We have the solution as show in Eq.14. Similarly, differentiating Eq.13 with respect

to cN ,i ,, we have the solution as shown in Eq.15.
2
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For ecological land grid i , if c *N ,i  0 , we have

c *N ,i  0 ,
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then

bN ,i
cN ,i

 0,

bN ,i
cN ,i

we let Eq.14 and Eq.15 to zero.

0.

For ecological land grid i , if

Discussions
Cities are rapidly expanding in size, wealth, and power to our lived earth. Modern cities will
become independent and stronger to determine how to plan urban morphologic growth
autonomously because of their wealth. We find that even in ancient times, the excessive urban
growth demands had led to magnitude degradation of environment. Finally, urban met collapse
of wise civilization, such as degradation of ecological land around many cities in 3rd millennium
BCE Mesopotamia61. Compared with the rate of urban growth today, we can imagine the crisis
we are facing. Rapid urban growth of future trend in Africa, East Asia, and Southeast Asia is
not optimistic to ecological land conservation. Mostly in the city that has an acute housing
shortage, and where exuberant demand for land results in higher price, which has dire
promotion on urban sprawl, informal land market62. It is even worse when the converted land
is vacant in an inefficient and non-productive way. However, the contribution of land for
economic development is substantial, for 45%-75% of wealth in some countries63.In the face
of the temptation of huge economic interests and the potential crisis of urban environmental
survival, people always fall into the urban development dilemma of how to make decisions.
These crises are almost overwhelming and will require built autonomous ecological cities
beyond traditional industrial and business for our future64. When we are no longer so poor, we
find that the ecological land is also a powerful selective force, urban conservation strategies
alter behaviors, physiologies, and morphologies of dwellers. Substantially, Howard, Jacobs’
philosophy of urban green seems to be a bit mechanical today, in our view, city as part of a
complex set of environmental and social system and should be re-examined by the government.
We should seek commonalities among city ecosystems, an understanding of ecological land
conservation strategy how to shape the fitness on urban morphology between nature and
humanity. Our objective explores what is likely to occur in city on ecological land conservation.
We integrate the two dynamic modules on urban growth and climate change into the unified
economic strategies on ecological land conservation, and this enriches the methods used in
previous research.
17

Compact city is beneficial to reducing conservation cost. If   1 , from Eq.14 and Eq.15, we
have costs for all ecological land grids, as shown in Eq.16.

C  g

c *N ,1  c *N ,2 ,L , c *N , N 



C  g

Then we set


C  g

1

(16)

 (1  N )

 1 , we have ecological land grid’ benefit located at the urban boundary, as

shown in Eq.17.
(
b *N ,1 


C  g
(

 N 2  1)  (



C  g


C  g

 1)

(17)

)  (1  N ) 2

As shown in Fig.7, our result show that developing compact city may reduce conservation
cost for ecological land65. This urban morphology means that the value of  is relatively large
and the value of g is relatively small. In addition, when


g

 constant , if C is smaller, although

the density of a city is higher, the heat island effect is lower. Because of urban weaker climate
stress, it means that the compact urban spatial structure is more reasonable, by the control of
building height and efficient block layout should play good role in alleviating thermal effect.
The sustainable and rational developing of urban construction land will form scale effect of
local environment. Population distribution and natural resources are in harmony with each other,
which are conducive to conservation cost savings66,67.

Fig.7 Difference of Cost caused by
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C  g

(   1 ).

Discount choice when the city is stable. When



 1 is constant, such as
 2 , at this
C  g
C  g

time, we think that the comprehensive state of urban growth and climate change is relatively
stable for a big city. If the city chooses different intergenerational discount, as shown in Fig.8
and Eq.18, with the enlarging scale of conservation, the greater difference in cost payment.
When the city only cares about the ecological land at the boundary, no matter how the discount
is chosen, the difference of conservation cost is not obvious. Furthermore, we also find that if
  0,


C  g

 1 , then c *N ,i  0 . This is an extreme situation, and city does not pay attention to

ecological land conservation.
1 
c *N 


C  g

   (1 


C  g
(

 (2    N    N  (1   ) 2  b *N 1 ))


C  g

)  (1   )

Fig.8 Ecological land grid’ cost with different discount (

(18)


 2 ).
C  g

Optimizing of ecological land at urban boundary. We find that the city has strong
adaptability to climate change, slow growth rate and large decay rate. At this situation, the urban
spatial structure is more compact and reasonable, the erosion risk of ecological land at the urban
boundary is lower, as shown in Fig.9 and Eq.19. But it has little relation between the erosion
risk of ecological land at urban boundary and the overall conservation scale of ecological lands.
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N
1 N
p( c *N , j ) 
N

j
1 (
 1) 
1 N
C  g
(

C  g

 1) 

(19)

Fig.10 shows that the benefit of ecological land grid at urban boundary. We simulation 0100 grids, the benefit of ecological land grid at urban boundary tends to be stable with the
increase of the total scale. Similarly, when combined speeds (


) are larger, it also
C  g

represents compact city as the above explanations, these factors will increase ecological land
grid’ benefit at urban boundary.

Fig.9 Urban growth risk.

Fig.10 Ecological land grid’ benefit at urban boundary.

Cost threshold effect of ecological land conservation. We propose a general solution of Nash
equilibrium cost of ecological land grids, as shown in Eq.20 and Eq.21.

c *N ,1 

C  g

 


C  g

   c *N , j 
j 1


C  g
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C  g

  (1   )  1
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j 1

 2  b *N 1,i 1 


C  g


C  g

  (1   ) 2   c *N , j

 (1   )

j i


C  g

(21)

  (1   )
  c *N , j
j i

For general solution case, as shown in Fig.11 and Fig 12, our results indicate that a big
city has two discount threshold effect of cost *orange and *green . For interaction between two
piece of ecological land grids in a game, if   *orange , the city will not pay for ecological land
grid 2, only ecological land grid 1 of cost will be paid. If   *orange , then the city begins to pay
20

for ecological land grid 2 of cost. When



 2 , then *orange  0.74 . When
 15 , then
C  g
C  g

*orange  0.86 . Besides, if   *green , then the costs of two piece of ecological land grids will

quickly converge to the unique Nash equilibrium solution when facing with long-term discount
choice. Our results show that the less climate pressure, the more compact and rational layout of
cities (the higher value of


) will have more higher expectation of the welfare fairness of
C  g

ecological land (the higher threshold effect). Importantly, when the city focuses on future
ecological land resources, the conservation costs of boundaries do not increase. This result
describes the sustainability of ecological land conservation is reduced.

Fig.11 The Nash equilibrium cost

Fig.12 The Nash equilibrium cost

(two piece of ecological land grids).

(two piece of ecological land grids).

Many unsettled questions about the negative impacts of urban growth and climate change.
It is unclear how fast the global process of severe erosion of ecological land. Many unreasonable
decisions of urban land-use do not have to a direct and temporal severe loss but only affect
urban dwellers in the future.
Our study aimed at exploring strategic choices on ecological land conservation linking
with complex interactions between urban growth and climate change. We confirm that
reasonable limits of urban growth and enhancing adaption of climate change will reduce
conservation cost and risk for ecological land. This study reveals that comprehensive impact on
ecological land conservation from demographic distribution and temperature difference in
21

urban-rural system. City-level strategies of ecological land conservation aimed at reducing
warming and optimizing urban spatial structure should account for these inherent nonlinear
changes of city gravity.
Our analytical approach is general and could be used to assess in other cities. However,
there are still several limitations in our work. We have not identified the heterogeneity among
different ecological land grids and lack explicit scaling division of ecological land grid by
combing statistical and remote data. Simultaneous, our modeling is relatively rough without
considering other social-economic ingredients, and only introducing singly urban heat island
effect on climate change. Despite of these limitations, our study adds to the current
understanding about the role of a big city on ecological land conservation, shedding light
particularly upon the space driving of urban growth and climate change. Finally, because of the
fairness issues on future welfare, we show that discount decision plays still dominant core in
urban contributions of ecological land conservation when facing potential risks.

Methods
Population size and density scaling of CO2 emissions. Here, population size (P) and built-up area (A) as
two key independent variables introduced, we have applied the usual least-squares method to the relationship
between urban aggregated CO2 emissions and population size and density scaling, as shown in Eq.22and
Eq.23. Similarly, we also have applied the same method to measure the relationship between temperature
difference and population density, as shown in Eq.24.
LogC  cons  1  LogP

Log

C
P
 cons   1  Log
P
A

T  cons   1  Log

P
A

(22)
(23)
(24)

where,  1 , 1 ,  1 are independent parameters, C represents urban CO2 emissions, T represents
temperature difference between downtown and rural.
Urban growth model. The model generates the process to future demographic change monocentric city
under different risk scenarios. Monocentric city modelling still plays a key role in urban development
22

research at present stage. Here, the concept of virtual urban is that we allow other small cluster to be generated
within a certain area around the single core city located at the central point, which describes regional
uncertainty of demographic migration in real world, such as the attraction effect on satellite town population
flows. Starting with square grids of urban system size N  N ,where subscript (i, j ) is site coordinate. A
monocentric urban cell growth model is Vi , j 

g
  vi , j (m)  di , j  , we initially set a single cell v0,0  1 is
Ci , j

occupied in the center of square grid and others are empty (vi, j  0) . Where g (0  g  1) is the overall speed
of cell growth, Ci, j  1 is a special constant, reference68. m represents cumulative reproduction times of cells,
di, j is the Euclidean distance between the grid (i, j ) to center.  is a key free exponent parameter, which

determines that the urban gravity decaying with radical distance to the power law, range from 1.5 to 3, and
close to Zipf’s exponent. We set a series of parameter values, such as g  0.01,0.02,0.05,0.1,0.15,0.2,0.25,0.5
to better fit the simulation of a wide range of different population distribution patterns69.
Combined speeds. For
0


C  g

, when the intensity of the urban heat island effect increases, we have

1
 1 . For example, Tab.170 shows annual and seasonal means of daily and nighttime averages of
C

UHI intensity at Gongti CBD station to Daxing suburb station during 2009-2014 in Beijing.
Tab.1 Beijing Gongti CBD station of UHI (tensity/℃)
Year

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Annual mean

0.94(1.47)

0.92(1.55)

0.96(1.60)

1.01(1.65)

1.09(1.76)

1.20(1.91)

Summer mean

0.91(1.35)

0.88(1.31)

0.53(0.83)

0.73(1.21)

0.68(0.76)

1.16(1.79)

Autumn mean

1.14(1.90)

1.02(2.00)

1.23(2.21)

1.25(2.30)

1.19(2.20)

1.25(2.18)

Winter mean

1.12(1.90)

1.09(1.96)

1.18(2.09)

1.30(1.98)

1.53(2.58)

1.40(2.21)

Spring mean

0.49(0.74)

0.55(0.96)

0.73(1.28)

0.80(1.13)

0.97(1.52)

0.99(1.46)

The temperature difference values in parentheses represents the nighttime


The probability of urban growth risk. For f (c) 

C  g
1

c



C  g

c

,when f (0)  0 , then it means that urban

does not pay for any ecological land grid and faces ongoing loss of ecological land. When lim f (c)  1 , it
c 

23

represents the city has always controlled the current urban size and has been concerned with the conservation
of all ecological land grids f (c)  0, and f (c)  0 . First derivative of f (c) :


(

C  g

f (c) 
(1 



C  g


 c)


C  g

(1 

)2  c



C  g

 c) 2

Small-scale ecological land grids’ strategies at urban boundary.
Simulation case:
If


9
3
 7 ,   1 , so we have: every round， b*  , c *1,1  , f *(c)  0.75 , then it means that
C  g
7
7

ecological land grid conservation will be sustainable for 15 years.



If

C  g


C  g
f (c) 

 1 , then the ecological land grid does not be paid for anything, the threshold value is

 1 . The marginal increase of the probability of urban growth control per unit cost around c  0 is



, the marginal increase of benefit from per unit cost is also
, we set yearly benefit is
C  g
C  g

1. Therefore, it is worth paying positive cost provided that the initial marginal return per cost


is
C  g

greater than 1.
If a varied



2
and a fixed  , c * will be maximized at
. We find that a higher
 2
C  g
C  g
1 


value sometimes led to lower cost of ecological land conservation, but this can be explained as that
C  g
when city is wealthy, compact, and high organic will lead to this case.
Study case and Dataset. Beijing is located in the north of North China Plain, the east of Beijing is adjacent
of Tianjin, and the rest is surrounded by Hebei (Urban central position: 116°20′E, 39°56′N), where the
climate is a typical semi-humid and semi-arid monsoon climate in warm temperature zone. Beijing is hot and
rainy in summer, cold and dry in winter, short in spring and autumn. Beijing is surround by mountains in the
west, north, and northeast, and in the southeast by plains. The average elevation of Beijing is 43.5meters.
Beijing has a total area of 16410.54 square kilometers. By 2019, the resident population was 21.536 million
and the urbanization rate was 86.6%. Beijing is the capital of the people’s republic of China, which is a
typical representative of emerging cities in developing countries and is rated as a world firs-tier city by the
24

world authority-GaWC. Modern Beijing was found in the Yongle period of the Ming Dynasty, which bears
the history of more than 600 years of human civilization. Fig.13 shows that Beijing’ evolution of modern
urban growth and its impact on the growth of surrounding cities (as the cases of Tianjin, Tangshan). This
study relies on quantitative data from NASA Database, Global Carbon Budget Database, China CO2 Emission
Accounts (CEADS: from Nature-Scientific Data), ATLAS of Urban Expansion Database, China
Meteorological Data Network Database, China City Statistical Yearbook, China Statistical Yearbook on
environment. In our calculations, some of the data directly referenced the related results published by
authoritative journals.
Beijing (1800-2013)

Fig.13 The evolutionary growth of Beijing (mono-centric form).
From: ATLAS of Urban Expansion Database
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